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The hyperloop system is a magnetically levitated pod transportation system that rapidly moves 

people and cargo between cities. Recently, developments in the technology and potential for 

enormous carbon offsets have raised excitement across the world. This project is a proposed 

Toronto station to connect with Ottawa, and Montreal, to create an environmentally 

regenerative, socially responsible, and economically profitable infrastructure network as an 

integrated regional developmental solution for eastern Canada. The proposed station for this 

project will be strategically located at the intersection of Highway 407 and 400, next to the 

existing TTC subways station. The use of precast/prefabricated modular elements will speed up 

the process of construction, reduce labor, and increase the quality and performance of the final 

product. Since the structural elements are mass-produced in facilities off-site under controlled 

environments, it ensures the quality and performance of the structure.   

Factors involving the ease of manufacturing, transportation, and assembly were taken into 

consideration for the design: the geometry of all the precast/prefabricated elements shall be 

simple for ease of manufacturing; the size of the components is limited to fit in 16m platform 

trucks; elements are designed in such a way that allows a fast and easy assembly; large components 

with complex/curved geometry (e.g. curved roof section) consist of smaller elements that can be 

mass-produced with as least “unique” pieces as possible; the members of the manufacturing 

partners will actively be involved in the design process to ensure the feasibility production.  

Manufacturers will transport structural elements to the site where there is a designated area 

ready to be deployed, and a “pre-assembly” area where large more complex components will be 

prepared before they are installed with cranes. For the foundation, driven precast concrete piles 

will be installed and the main foundation slab will be cast on site. CLT columns, beams, and slabs 

will be secured, and walls will be installed. This reduces the construction time when compared 

when regular casted-on-place methods. Composite slab modules will include a semi-installed 

piping system that can be easily connected after deployment. At this stage, many of the non-

structural prefabricated interior components (e.g interior walls, bathrooms, etc.) will be installed 

in place. For the roof installation beams and joists will be deployed, connected, and secured 

before installing the glass panels, “pre-assembled” elements with complex geometry, and a green 

roof system.  
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